
Club Car Precedent
Installation Instructions

CAUTION: WEAR APPROPRIATE
EYE PROTECTION!

Side Track Installation:

1)  Remove windshield and any accessories attached to the front canopy supports.
2)  Remove the front bolts that attach the front supports to canopy. Hardware will not be reused. 
3)  Using the hardware included, mount the Long Side Rail with the C Channel facing outward. Place one 3/4” 
spacer between the canopy forward mounting bolt and the C Channel. (See PHOTO #1)
Also on the rear of Long Side Rail add a 1/2” spacer on the forward mounting bolt (See Photo #2).
4)  Tighten the hardware. 
5)  Repeat steps 1 through 4 on the opposite side of the car. 

Rear C Channel Installation:

1)  Using the rear Short aluminum C Channel as a guide, mark and drill three 3/16” holes in the canopy 18” 
protrusion (PHOTO #3).
2)  Install the rear C Channel to the inside of 18” protrusion using the supplied screws and nuts. (PHOTO #3)
Note: the C Channel faces outward toward rear of car. 

Enclosure installation: 

2)  Engage the smaller zipper so that it wraps snugly around the canopy supports. The zipper should be on the 
inner side of the canopy supports. (See PHOTO #4)
3)  Install rear and side panels of the enclosure by sliding them into the bottom C Channel of the aluminum 
rail. Tuck the bottom curtain edge (rear) and side panel curtain under the seat bottom. (See PHOTO #5&6)
4)  Attach the sleeve to the enclosure, adjusting the height of the sleeve as necessary for even alignment with 
the enclosure zipper. 
5)  Attach the windshield by carefully snapping the windshield extrusions around the sleeve and canopy 
supports. Tech Tip: Do not force the extrusions into place. Start at the bottom of each extrusion and push inward a 
little at a time until in place. 

Valance Installation: Select the desired color and slide into the top C Channel. Snap the valance to the enclo-
sure and place decortive plugs into the ends of the C Channels. (PHOTO #7) 

Technical Support 
1-800-365-1559

1) Remove the sleeve from the enclosure and wrap the sleeve around the canopy supports so the windshield 
retention clip cutout is in the proper position for the windshield to clip into place.
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Tech Tip: On the ends of
C Channel chamfer the end
for easier Side Cover and Valance
insertion. A knife or round file
works well for this.




